Carolina Community Coalition  
University of South Carolina Student Life  

**Monthly Meeting**  
Carolina Community Coalition  
Russell House 304  
Thursday, Sept. 7, 2017 4-5pm

**Our Mission:** To create a campus community environment that promotes healthy and safe behaviors among faculty, students, and community organizations

---

**AGENDA**

**Today's Meeting Objective:** share plans for Coalition work for this year

---

I. Welcome/Sign-In  
Reps from: OSC, SAPE, SAVIP, FSL, Epworth Children’s Home, Study Abroad, Student Life

---

II. Trending Articles:  
Moving Beyond Good Ideas: The Importance of Integrating Evidence-based Prevention Practices in Our Work  
High-risk drinking at its lowest point in 25 years at the UI

---

III. Alcohol Diagnostic Inventory Report  
Prelim Report June 2017

Programming (frequency, synergy, theoretical underpinnings for selected, universal, indicated)  
- Strengths: variety of evidenced based approaches (BASICS, bystander trainings, Aedu); peer educators, CRC development  
- Challenges: stop ineffective programming (speakers, Alcohol Awareness weeks) like one-shot infusions; additional best practices needed (ie social norming), group motivational enhancement, etc; expand alcohol free options (weekends, late night, etc)

Policy (written alcohol policy, enforcement)  
- Strengths: registered alcohol events for FSL students, other students, faculty, and staff; consistent sanctioning  
- Challenges: gameday behavior/tailgate behaviors sanctions; publicizing law enforcement efforts; publicizing citations/violations

Critical Processes (using campus data to inform programming; updating programming based on data; assessing & evaluating efforts)  
- Strengths: using variety of data points; measuring outcomes & developing strategic processes  
- Challenges: policy review (TBD 2018);
Institutionalization (work across campus/holistic approach on campus, budget for prevention, task force/work group toward stated goals)

- Strengths: President & VP communicated publicly about issue of alcohol; specific & measurable goals; engagement of stakeholders
- Challenges: understaffed & underfunded; lack of articulation of alcohol on key institutional priorities (retention, academic performance, cost management)

Action plan to be distributed by EverFi in the future

IV. Workgroups Discussion

- Educating Campus Leadership
  - Increase awareness & “educate up”; disseminate information, collaborate with several offices for concise messaging, identify key messages & key groups to promote

- Late-night Options & Programming
  - Catalog what is happening, analyze the publicity, identify gaps to regularity/ongoing, identify interest of students, identify experiences of non-drinkers and how to get messaging to them
  - No defined goal; research oriented—presentation for coalition meeting

- Law Enforcement Information & Referrals
  - Increase publicity about enforcement efforts in productive/useful way to prevent or curb high risk behaviors as well as perceptions of getting caught; identify what messaging works, what resources are needed by OSC to increase referrals

- Bar Outreach Project
  - Started in December w/ training; collaborated with STSM as a community project; slow progress but plans to keep pushing forward; canvassing continues (training volunteers on Monday 4-5 on bystander training & drug facilitated sexual assault);
  - Challenge is getting in the door with 5 pts bar owners
  - Student angle—using FSL groups who use 5 pts bars to see value and start a dialogue with owners

Send workgroup interest to Aimee & Rebecca; time commitment is flexible

V. Key Updates

SAPE:

- 7,000 students completed Aedu/Haven for the fall; right on target; marketing will continue
- Presented w/ SAVIP to sorority recruitment and potential bigs (sophomores) on bystander intervention and responsibility
- Fully staffed w/ 4 STIR coaches

SAVIP:

- 5,000 in August trained through programming/tabling/outreach
- Advocacy continues for stalking/IVP; trending
OSC:
- FSL presidents being notified after hospitalizations is working well (5-6 members have been hospitalized so far)
- Training & outreach for U101 leaders
- Attended Opioid Summit
- Survey for ejected/arrested students on game day to be done

UPD:
- Not present

FSL:
- Meeting w/ Richland county sheriffs, USCPD, & CPD to discuss tailgating/expectations/safety on game days and in lots; also to discuss 5 pts and off campus environments

OCSS:
- Reporting that law enforcement are starting to gather information for off campus disruptions

VI. Other business & announcements
Webinar: Strengthening Campus & Community Collaboration to Address Student Health and Safety; Sept 12th, 2-3pm RH 201

Tailgates on Greene Street for every home football game starting Sept 16th

Next Meeting:
Oct 5th, 4pm RH 304